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About This Game

Look forward to the story of pain and recovery like you've never experienced before in this unique world of "The MISSING -
J.J. Macfield and the Island of Memories -".

Despite the horrifying death traps across the mysterious island, J.J. is able to revive from death endlessly. Many traps and
gimmicks can be overcome only by bringing harm to your body, such as being struck by an iron ball, or by dismemberment. Be

wary of your surroundings and look for ways, conventional and unconventional, to get through the island.

You may need to use your limbs as weight, or even break yourself in two to get through smaller spaces. Sometimes you can find
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tips by sacrificing your own body through dismemberment, being crushed, jumping into fires, and more. But don’t worry as you
can revive yourself as many times as needed to find your way through the island.

J.J. scours Memoria Island to find her best friend, who has gone missing during a camping trip. However, this island was like a
nightmare: no matter how many times she sustains fatal injury, she couldn’t die, and instead is able to revive herself back to

normal. J.J. ventures into the depth of the island as she drags her decapitated body along, enduring the pain.

Her limbs may sever, her neck may break, she may go through severe burns, but... In order to save her best friend, she puts her
own body and life on the line, reviving infinitely, as she presses forward. Why did she go missing? What is going on in this

world? All of these mysteries shall be revealed when the game is cleared.
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Title: The MISSING: J.J. Macfield and the Island of Memories
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie
Developer:
White Owls Inc.
Publisher:
Arc System Works
Release Date: 11 Oct, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7 / 8.1 / 10 (64-bit OS)

Processor: Intel Core i-5 @ 2.4GHz

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: Intel HD Graphics 520

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 6 GB available space

Sound Card: Realtek High Definition Audio Device

English,Traditional Chinese,Japanese,Korean
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Cool looking game with some psychedelic sounds, but not a lot going on. As far as puzzles go, they're fairly intuitive in the over
world, but once you get into the tape worlds they range from middling to mildly interesting. All around cool though.

The controls are clearly designed for touch-screen, which leaves the manipulation of objects weighty and draggy. Transitions
between screens are also very belabored with a camera that's downright frustrating (at one point, leaving through a certain door
will automatically pan you to a room you've already been in and away from the door right next to it that you need to go to next...
it will do this every time... every, single time, and the only way to proceed is to notice that the game is screwing with you and
forcefully rotate back to the area again).

I haven't actually finished the game and probably won't. I found all of the secrets up through the end of the fourth level,
however I apparently did the quest slightly out of order. The mechanics are such that these gated magnetic spools change the
nature of your tapes as well as the environments within. I used one before finding the right key and, there you have it, the level
was irrevocably broken.

The final level. Of the whole game. Completely broken because of an unexpected mechanical quirk of the game's non-linear
design.

This wouldn't have been such an issue if the game gave you the option to restart the level you're on, but nope. If you want to
redo any part of the game once you're in the middle of it you have to redo THE ENTIRE GAME. Your data gets erased, game
over, have another shot.

Sooo... no. I can't recommend this game. It's charming on the surface but anything but player-friendly once you get into it. 4/10
for breaking right at the end, not due to a bug, but due to a feature.. thought it would be a good replacement for RedOut (an
amazing racing game that i %100) recommend. unfortunately this game was extremely disappointing.. Do you wanna read
something straight out of a middle schoolers neptunia fanfiction account? Just wanna wank one real fast to something with no
substance? Love characters that react to situations unrealistically?! If yes, then this is the game for you!. Don't like it at all. Give
my money back.. Really cheap price
+ Really fun
+ Really challenging
+ Really replayable

I enjoyed the first game of the Cursed Treasure series which was a delight to play some years ago on Miniclip, I am happy to
have purchased this one as it is not only cheap but really just fun to play specially when you can go back and play the levels a
different way such as different tower upgrades than what you usually pick.

The skill-tree rewards you greatly and you can see a change in difficulty everytime you get a new skill making earlier levels easy
or easier than before to get 3 stars on, however the game is still challenging even with skills maxed for 3 stars which I do not
mind, it makes me go back and think on what I should do first or what to save my meteor for.

There are no in-game purchases, advertisements and it is in HD. For the price tag they put it at, I don't mind throwing my loose
skin's money at them as a thank you for a fun game that I am enjoying so much.. Terrible, nothing to do but steer a slow ship.
The player can't control the gunnery. DO NOT BUY.. Absolutely loved, a great play for vampire nerds.. Fun Game, worth the
money............ ENG:

Addictive and delightful retro platformer game against the time, my testimonial!

FIN:

Koukuttava ja ihastuttava retro tasohyppely peli aikaa vastaan, minun suosittelu!. As someone who saw the series when I was
younger, i was intrigued by this game and I finally picked it up this week. I have played half an hour and done 3 of the 30 levels
and I am happy with this purchase, the nostalgia alone makes it worth while.
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The gameplay is simple, you control the 3 main characters and you need to move them around in the level activating switches,
floor tiles and other things while evading enemies scattered around. you can collect scrolls, keys an 1 special chest per level and
if you do this by beating the time allotted, you`ll get 3 stars so for a completionist, it will have replay value.

The cutscenes are just amazing and true to the original series, I would recommend if you have seen it to play in the language you
know them from, it will add to the nostalgia, I played the game in French.

Overall, I would rate this game an 8 out of 10 and with he current sale at 50% off, I would suggest you grab it.
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This game focuses on FUN! Wanna launch you'reself out of the map? Do it! Wanna go in loopty loops, glitching through them?
Do it! I also played the stuntmania jr game a metric \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ton so this is nostalgic. For 5 bucks I can't
reccomend this enough!. A very enjoyable game with good aesthetics. Gameplay is a bit short but it's highly replayable.. Low
quality
Bad voice overs
Looks like just another attempt of Disney trying to squeeze a buck out of kids parents. I would reccomend it if you are a
windows user but im on a mac right now and it is very unoptimized and takes a while to load when you click a button. please fix
and for now im getting refunded.. Good CRPG with deep story, interesting combat and satisfying looting. It looks like an old
game but is very comfortable to play with good UI and no unnecessary grinding.

I had to lower my windows resolution from 1080p to 720p, otherwise all looked too small.. worst ♥♥♥♥ing game ive ever
played

dev if youre reading this n*ck yourself. There was an... attempt. I guess.

Ok, so I generally don't care for good graphics. I'd rather play a engaging pixel or voxel game than any boring photo realisitc
game that has nothing else going on. That being said, Clinically dead is too hideous even for me.

I don't really know why they even put the opening hostital scene in there as it only highlights that their human models are
nightmarish and that they couldn't find a single voice actor and instead use text to speech.

Once you are ingame it looks better as the time-colors obscure the bad graphics somewhat and the main text to speech voice
doesn't sound as bad.

So then let's talk about the main point of this game: the Area-is-time thing. It's really boring actually. All it does is moving
objects such as platforms as you walk. That's it. Sometimes you can control "time" directly which is equal to flipping switches in
other games that lower or raise platforms. It really doesn't add anything more. I mean balls and other moving objects aren't even
affected by reversing time.

Now the 2 levels that made me quit: First there is one where you have to navigate a ball through a tube and have to close doors
by standing in the right timezones. Except because of the awful graphics I couldn't tell if the door is open or closed from that far
away because as said this game is hideous. So I had to trial and error my way through it.

Last puzzle I have done was an area with a lot of cages with enemies inside. Goal is to stay in 1 time zone so the cages don't
open and the hidously looking enemies cant swarm and insta kill you. Fun game play! Also there was a bug because even though
the cages were all still closed one thing constantly escaped regardless.

This game had potential and I think with just a little more effort put in it might have been playable... but it's not.. Great
additional content for a great game.
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